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AIR GUNNERS' EIGHT UPSIDE-DOWN

Although an Australian Lancaster was flying on its back, with only three

engines working, and full bomb load aboard, the air gunners kept firing, upside-

down, until they so damaged fin enemy fighter that they forced it to sheer off.

The heavy bomber dived 10,000 feet then, before the pilot could regain

control.

The Lancaster was on its way to Berlin when a Ju.B6 opened fire on it. The

bullets set fire to the starboard cuter engine and damaged the starboard rudder fin,

an outer propeller, and the fuselage. The fighter closed for a second burst, and

the Lancaster’s gunners, Sergeant S.VTi Cooper, of North Berth, 'western Australia

(mid-upper) and flight Sergeant J,S. Hosier, of Bellingen, near Grafton, New South

Bales (rear) opened fire. They kept firing until the Ju.88 dived straight down

with plumes of smoke pouring from it. It was seen to hit the ground and explode •

Meanwhile the pilot (another New South Bales, man) was taking evasive action and

trying to control the fire. He stopped the starboard outer engine, and the fire

went out.

They continued on to Berlin on three engines, and a few minutes later an Me.2l0

apparently attracted by the fiery glow of the engines, attacked.. The pilot took

violent evasive action, and the gunners opened fire. The damaged Lancaster get

temporarily cut of control, It rolled over on its back, but the gunners kept firing

while upside down. At that stage the mid-upper gunner called out over the inter-cc i.,

"There’s something wrong with the kite," The pilot knew what was wrong, and he

struggled with the controls to bring the Lancaster back again. Meanwhile, the gunners

scored hits on the Me. 210, forcing it to break away. Then the Lancaster went into a

steep dive. The pilot ordered the bombs to be jettisoned, and warned his crew that

they might have to bale out. After they had fallen 10*0>00 feet, he regained control,

flew“back to England on three engines.


